
 
Introduction 
 
How is a person saved?  That is the perennial question of theology.  Look at the following chart that 
depicts four answers throughout church history.  If you attended a church that taught these things, 
how would you feel?  Create a one word reaction to each of them. 
 

 
 
My one word reactions: 

 
 
 
 



Historical Background to Luther & Erasmus (1525)1 
 
Desiderius Erasmus was born around 1466 in Rotterdam, in what is now the Netherlands, and was 
one of the most famous figures of the Renaissance and Reformation Era.  He was known as the king 
of the humanists, those scholars who had an interest in the humanities and the original Greek and 
Latin texts of classical antiquity.  Although Erasmus joined an Augustinian monastery at Steyn in 
1487, he hated his time there and criticized monasticism.  In 1495 he began study of philosophy and 
theology at the University of Paris.  He was ordained as a priest but never really was a practicing 
priest.  Instead, he became a Latin secretary which allowed him to travel to England, France, Holland, 
Italy, Switzerland, and Germany.  Erasmus always remained a Catholic, although he was reform-
minded and critical of the church.   
 
With his reputation as the most brilliant scholar in Europe, Erasmus was under increasing pressure to 
declare himself for or against Luther.  It seemed Erasmus would be favorable to Luther due to his 
earlier writings that advocated for reform and wished that Luther would receive a fair hearing.  Both 
sides wanted his support.  Luther himself exchanged letters with Erasmus in 1519.  Though some 
tried to either threaten or bribe Erasmus, he remained non-committal.  On the one hand, if he would 
write for Luther, the Catholic authorities would attack his interest in the Greek literature of antiquity 
even more.  On the other hand, if he would write against Luther, it would compromise his previous 
efforts at reform.  However, after Luther was excommunicated and the Lutheran Reformation 
progressed anyways, Erasmus felt he needed to disassociate himself from Luther, especially since 
the church controlled the university educational system in Europe, which was Erasmus’ chief 
concern.  In 1524 Luther proposed a truce to Erasmus: both sides would keep quiet about the other.  
However, it came too late, since in the same year Erasmus published The Freedom of the Will. 
 
Since many saw a connection between Luther and Erasmus, Sir Thomas More of England suggested 
Erasmus write on the will.  He did not attack Luther personally but did critique his ideas.    In the 
Preface and Introduction, Erasmus notes that Luther has the weight of church authority against him, 
but he agrees to focus on the authority of Scripture since that is what Luther will accept.  However, 
he states that the issue is not the authority of Scripture but rather its interpretation.  Erasmus did not 
attempt to resolve the issue of grace and free will.  In Part I, he lists passages that seem to support 
free choice.  In Part II, he lists passages that seem to oppose free choice.  In Part III, he examines 
Luther’s arguments.  In the conclusion, he leaves it up to the reader to decide.  To Erasmus, it is 
imperative that people have free choice.  Without it, there would be no sense of merit or blame, no 
ability to accrue merit before God, and no sense in God’s commands, since a command to do 
something implies the ability to keep the command.  Without it, irresponsibility would result where 
people would have an excuse to do whatever they want.  Without it, mankind cannot earn reward or 
punishment and thus God would be unjust in rewarding or punishing people.  Erasmus is not 
opposed to God’s grace, but according to him, mankind must be able to choose or reject grace so 
that God’s judgment would be just. 
 
Once Erasmus’ The Freedom of the Will arrived in Wittenberg, Luther considered it rubbish and did 
not want to spend time replying to it.  However, since The Freedom of the Will was circulated so 
widely, Luther’s supporters encouraged him that he would need to take the time to respond.  It took 
Luther awhile to do so due to the Peasants’ Revolt and his marriage.  Finally fifteen months later, in 

 
1 Some content taken from Luther’s Works, Vol. 33: Career of the Reformer III, ed. Jaroslav Jan Pelikan, Hilton C. 
Oswald, and Helmut T. Lehmann (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1999), 5-14. 



December 1525, Luther published his response with The Bondage of the Will.  Luther recognized that 
this issue was the real point of contention between them.  He systematically summarizes and refutes 
Erasmus’ points in a book that became nearly four times as long as Erasmus’.   To summarize, Luther 
stated that mankind’s salvation or damnation does not have to do with merit.  Teaching merit can 
only lead to legalism and trying to earn salvation by works.  God is not moved by our works, nor is he 
determined to do something based on what mankind does.  Grace must be a free grace that does not 
factor in rewards or merit.  This does not make God’s commands meaningless; rather, God’s 
commands show us what we ought to do, but cannot do, unless we are transformed by God’s grace. 
 
Although Luther earlier admired Erasmus for reviving the study of ancient languages and used 
Erasmus’ Greek New Testament for his German translation at the Wartburg, Erasmus took The 
Bondage of the Will as a personal attack – and a public one at that.  In 1526 Erasmus published his 
own defense of The Freedom of the Will.  Luther and Erasmus never met; after this exchange, there 
was little additional correspondence between them, and the relationship soured.  Of all his prolific 
writings, Luther considers his New Testament translation, his catechisms, and his Bondage of the Will 
to be the best.  Despite the theological depth and length (280 pages in Luther’s Works) that makes 
this one of the more difficult sections of Luther’s writings, It underscores the perennial theological 
question, “Do people have the ability to choose to come to God in some way by themselves, or are 
they so lost in sin that they must be saved completely by God’s work alone?” 
 

 
Discussion of Luther’s The Bondage of the Will (1525) 
 
Selection #1: Part 1 – Review of Erasmus’ Preface 

But it is confidence in your own wits that has driven you to this, for you believe you can so 
impose on everyone’s intelligence by your eloquence that no one will notice what you cherish in 
your heart and what your purpose is with these slippery writings of yours. But God is not mocked 
[Gal. 6:7], and it is not safe to run up against him. … 

Therefore, it is not irreverent, inquisitive, or superfluous, but essentially salutary and necessary 
for a Christian, to find out whether the will does anything or nothing in matters pertaining to 
eternal salvation. Indeed, as you should know, this is the cardinal issue between us, the point on 
which everything in this controversy turns. For what we are doing is to inquire what free choice can 
do, what it has done to it, and what is its relation to the grace of God. If we do not know these 
things, we shall know nothing at all of things Christian, and shall be worse than any heathen. Let 
anyone who does not feel this confess that he is no Christian, while anyone who disparages or scorns 
it should know that he is the greatest enemy of Christians. For if I am ignorant of what, how far, and 
how much I can and may do in relation to God, it will be equally uncertain and unknown to me, 
what, how far, and how much God can and may do in me, although it is God who works everything 
in everyone [1 Cor. 12:6]. But when the works and power of God are unknown, I do not know God 
himself, and when God is unknown, I cannot worship, praise, thank, and serve God, since I do not 
know how much I ought to attribute to myself and how much to God. It therefore behooves us to be 
very certain about the distinction between God’s power and our own, God’s work and our own, if 
we want to live a godly life. 

So you see that this problem is one half of the whole sum of things Christian, since on it both 
knowledge of oneself and the knowledge and glory of God quite vitally depend. That is why we 
cannot permit you, my dear Erasmus, to call such knowledge irreverent, inquisitive, and vain. (LW 
33:34-35). 



It is always important to clarify terms, especially “free will.”  In what things do we have free will?  In 
what things do we not have free will?  What is the heart of the matter here? 
 
 
Recall that Erasmus was purposefully vague in The Freedom of the Will in trying to make it appear 
some Bible passages support free will and some do not.  Luther calls him out on his “eloquence” and 
“slippery writings.”  Instead he calls it “the cardinal issue between us, the point on which everything 
in this controversy turns.”  Trace Luther’s line of thought.  How does free will ultimately reflect on 
the character and work of God?  
 
 
 
Selection #2: Part 6 – A Display of the Forces on Luther’s Side  
 

[St. Paul: Universal Sinfulness Nullifies Free Choice] 
This is how Paul, writing to the Romans, enters into an argument against free choice and for the 

grace of God: “The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and wickedness of 
men who in wickedness hold back the truth of God” [Rom. 1:18]. Do you hear in this the general 
verdict on all men, that they are under the wrath of God? What else does this mean but that they 
are deserving of wrath and punishment? He gives as the reason for the wrath, the fact that they do 
nothing but what deserves wrath and punishment, because they are all ungodly and wicked, and in 
wickedness hold back the truth. Where now is the power of free choice to attempt anything good?  

Paul represents it as deserving the wrath of God, and pronounces it ungodly and wicked. And 
that which deserves wrath and is ungodly, strives and prevails against grace, not for grace. 

There will be smiles here at sleepy old Luther, who has not looked carefully enough at Paul; and 
someone will say that Paul is not there speaking about all men, nor about all their doings, but only 
about the ungodly and wicked and, as is expressly stated, those who in wickedness hold back the 
truth, so that it does not follow that all men are like that. … 

But all this would be mere empty talk were it not so compellingly confirmed by the drift of 
Paul’s argument itself. For shortly before, he has said: “The gospel is the power of God for salvation 
to everyone who has faith, to the Jew first and also to the Greek” [Rom. 1:16]. Here are no obscure 
or ambiguous words; “to Jews and Greeks” means that to all men the gospel of the power of God is 
necessary in order that they may have faith and be saved from the wrath that is revealed. I ask you, 
when he declares that the Jews, rich as they are in righteousness, the law of God, and the power of 
free choice, are without distinction destitute and in need of the power of God to save them from the 
wrath that is revealed, and when he makes this power necessary for them, does he not deem them 
to be under wrath? What men will you pick out, then, as not liable to the wrath of God when you are 
obliged to believe that the finest men in the world, the Jews and the Greeks, were in that condition? 
…  

Therefore, Paul in this passage lumps all men together in a single mass, and concludes that, so 
far from being able to will or do anything good, they are all ungodly, wicked, and ignorant of 
righteousness and faith. And this conclusion indisputably follows from the fact that God reveals to 
them, as ignorant and sitting in darkness, the righteousness of salvation; for this means that in 
themselves they are ignorant, and being ignorant of the righteousness of salvation, they are 
certainly under wrath and damnation, from which in their ignorance they can neither extricate 
themselves nor even try to. For how can you try, if you do not know what there is to try about, or 
how, why, and wherefore to try? … 



But let us hear Paul himself as his own interpreter! In the third chapter, in a sort of peroration,2 
he says: “What then? Are we better off than they? Not at all. For we have argued that Jews and 
Greeks are all under sin” [Rom. 3:9]. Where is free choice now? All, he says, all Jews and Greeks are 
under sin. Are there any “tropes” or “knots” here? What is the whole world’s interpreting worth in 
face of this clear as possible statement? When he says “all” he excepts none, and when he declares 
that they are under sin, or in other words, are slaves of sin, he leaves nothing of good in them. But 
where has he stated this case, that Jews and Gentiles are all under sin? Nowhere but the place we 
have shown, where he says: “The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and 
wickedness of men” [Rom. 1:18]. And he goes on to prove this from experience, pointing out that in 
God’s displeasure they have been given up to so many vices, as though these fruits of their own 
ungodliness convict them of willing and doing nothing but evil. … 

However, let us see how Paul proves his point from Holy Writ, and whether “the words have 
more polemic force in Paul than in their own context.” “As it is written,” he says, “ ‘None is 
righteous, no, not one, no one understands, no one seeks for God. All have turned aside, together 
they have become worthless’; no one does good, not even one,” and so forth [Rom. 3:10 ff.]. Here 
give me a “suitable interpretation” if you can! Invent tropes, allege that the words are obscure and 
ambiguous, and defend free choice against these damning sentences if you dare! Then I, too, will 
willingly yield and recant, and will myself be a confessor and assertor of free choice. It is certain that 
these things are said of all men, for the prophet represents God as looking down on all men and 
passing this judgment on them. For so it says in Psalm 13[14:2 f.]: “The Lord looks down from heaven 
upon the children of men, to see if there are any that understand or that seek after God; but they 
have all gone astray,” etc. And lest the Jews should think that this did not apply to them, Paul 
forestalls them with the assertion that it applies above all to them: “We know,” he says, “that 
whatever the law says, it speaks to those who are under the law” [Rom. 3:19]. He meant just the 
same where he said: “To the Jew first, and also to the Greek” [Rom. 2:9 f.]. You hear, therefore, that 
all the children of men, all who are under the law, Gentiles and Jews alike, come under this judgment 
in the sight of God, that not even one of them is righteous, understands, or seeks after God, but all 
have turned aside and become worthless. Now, I imagine that among the children of men and those 
who are under the law there are included also the best and noblest of them, who by the power of 
free choice strive after virtue and the good, concerning whom Diatribe3 loudly proclaims that they 
have an awareness of the good and certain seeds of virtue implanted in them—unless perhaps she 
maintains that they are children of angels! (LW 33:247-250, 252-254) 

 
Read Romans 3:9-20 and Ephesians 2:1-3.  Summarize a biblical response to the argument Luther is 
anticipating, “Paul is not addressing every last person in the whole world.  There are certainly people 
who do wicked and evil things, but there are also people who do good and charitable things.”  
 
 
Focus on Romans 3:20 again.  One of Erasmus’ arguments went like this: “God gives us commands in 
the Bible.  The commands, ‘Do this!’ imply that people can do them.”  How does Erasmus’ argument 
misunderstand the nature of the law? 
 
 

 
2 A peroration is a category of rhetoric in classical Greek and Roman orations and speeches, typically when an 
orator would accumulate multiple arguments for a moving conclusion. 
3 The more extensive title of Erasmus’ work was a Diatribe concerning Free Choice.  When Luther references the 
Diatribe, he is referring to that. 



Selection #3: Conclusion 
[That the Case Against Free Choice is Unanswerable Let Erasmus Be Willing to Admit] 

 
I will here bring this little book to an end, though I am prepared if need be to carry the debate 

farther. However, I think quite enough has been done here to satisfy the godly and anyone who is willing 
to admit the truth without being obstinate. For if we believe it to be true that God foreknows and 
predestines all things, that he can neither be mistaken in his foreknowledge nor hindered in his 
predestination, and that nothing takes place but as he wills it (as reason itself is forced to admit), then 
on the testimony of reason itself there cannot be any free choice in man or angel or any creature. 

Similarly, if we believe that Satan is the ruler of this world, who is forever plotting and fighting 
against the Kingdom of Christ with all his powers, and that he will not let men go who are his captives 
unless he is forced to do so by the divine power of the Spirit, then again it is evident that there can be no 
such thing as free choice. 

Similarly, if we believe that original sin has so ruined us that even in those who are led by the 
Spirit it causes a great deal of trouble by struggling against the good, it is clear that in a man devoid of 
the Spirit there is nothing left that can turn toward the good, but only toward evil. 

Again, if the Jews, who pursued righteousness to the utmost of their powers, rather ran 
headlong into unrighteousness, while the Gentiles, who pursued ungodliness, attained righteousness 
freely and unexpectedly, then it is also manifest from this very fact and experience that man without 
grace can will nothing but evil. 

To sum up: If we believe that Christ has redeemed men by his blood, we are bound to confess 
that the whole man was lost; otherwise, we should make Christ either superfluous or the redeemer of 
only the lowest part of man, which would be blasphemy and sacrilege. (LW 33:293) 
 
To summarize, defend why Luther’s title, The Bondage of the Will, is biblically accurate and Erasmus’ 
title, the Freedom of the Will, is not. 
 
 
Focus on Luther’s last sentence.  If people have free will in spiritual matters, how does that make 
Christ’s sacrifice on the cross superfluous?  
 
 
 

Applying Luther’s Bondage of the Will Today 
 
Discuss any or all of these in small groups: 
 

1. Erasmus’ position on the freedom of the will is popular in our country.  What aspects of 
American, Western culture make it easy to accommodate Erasmus’ position and difficult to 
uphold Luther’s position? 
 

2. Analyze the following quote from 242 Community Church’s website on “About a Relationship 
with God.”  How is it essentially similar to Erasmus’ position? 
 
“Our inability to reestablish our relationship with God leaves us dependent on God’s mercy. God 
graciously provided the means to reconcile this relationship through faith in Jesus Christ. Our 
relationship is re-established when we make a commitment to accept Jesus as God’s son and our 
Savior and Lord. Through faith in Jesus Christ, our sins are forgiven, and we receive the gift of 



the Holy Spirit and eternal life.  Practically speaking, this acceptance is demonstrated through 
both a private and public commitment. We demonstrate our commitment privately by faith 
(acting upon our belief that God has the power to save us) and repentance (turning back to God 
and depending on Him to control our lives). We also publicly express our commitment by 
confessing our acceptance of God’s salvation and submitting ourselves in Christian baptism.” 
 

 

Conclusion 
 
“The debate between Luther and Erasmus is far too deep for me.  I’ll let theologians deal with debates 
on free will and ignore them myself.  I’d rather focus on practical matters facing our church.”  How 
would you answer the “so what?” question to someone in our church? 
 


